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' Note :- Attempt all Sections.

SECTION-A

l. Attempt all parts in the following :

(a) Seleciweperception.

(b) Workforce Diversity. .

(c) Leadership Styles.

(d) Power and Authority.

(e) Social Loafing.

(0 lmportance of human behaviour.

(g) ProsocialBehaviour.

(h) TypesofMotivation.

SECTION_B

2. Attempt any three Parts :

(2x8=16)

(8x3=24)

(a) Explain the theories of personality. Which of them is

convincing to you and why ?
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$) What are the steps in perception process ? Describe the

common perception errors/distortions:

(c) Define the concept of leaming. What is operant conditioning ?

How is it different from classical conditioning ?

(d) What isjob satisfaction ? How is it linked with productivity ?

What factors determine job satisfaction ?t/

(e) Defi ne motivation. Discuss different theories of motivation.

SECTION-C

3. Attempt'all parts.: (8x5=40)

(a) Explain the nature and scope of human behaviour. How

the understanding of human behaviour helps managers ?

OR

How did concept of scientific management and human

relafion approach lay the fOundation of Uurfiifi'6elanh'ur ?

(b) Do attitudes affect an individual's behaviour ? What is

the role of a manager in changingthe attitudes ofworkers ?

OR

' "Non-financial incentives are as strong as financial ones

to motivate an employeei'. Critically examine this statement,

(c) Define conflict. Discuss the conflict management

techniques in organisations.

OR

"Leadership is the driving force which gets things done by

others". Comment on this statement.
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Id) Explain the concept of group and group dynamics ? What

are the various stages of group development ?

What are the various factors which affect group
cohesiveness ? Establish relationship between group

choesiveness productiv ity.

(e) Explain the concept and nature of power. Distinguish

between positional power and personal power. What are

the bases of power ?

OR

What is organis-ational politics ? Explain the causes of
political activities in an organisation. what should be done

to handle organisational politics ?
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